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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This document describes ENR's Hazardous Waste Research and Informa­
tion Center Program for fiscal year '85 with projected tasks for budget 
years '86 and '87. The mission of the Center is two-fold. It will 
provide assistance to industry, the public and offices of state and 
local government in meeting the challenge of effective hazardous waste 
management. Also, it will improve our scientific and engineering 
knowledge through research to both reduce the risks involved in waste 
generation and management, as well as to balance environmental protec­
tion with wise economic development. 
The Hazardous Waste Research and Information Center (HWRIC) will 
coordinate research, information and assistance efforts of ENR's 
divisions and provide a reliable mechanism for the development 
hazardous waste management policy. Its principal program 
include: 
of state 
elements 
Research - to better assess and identify solutions 
to hazardous waste management problems 
Information - to improve the general level of under­
standing of the complexities, costs, risks and 
potential benefits which attend the issue of 
hazardous waste management 
Assistance - to encourage industry and commerce to 
adopt, whenever possible, alternative technol­
ogies for the treatment and disposal of 
hazardous waste; and also to provide technical 
support to researchers and government 
agencies. 
HWRIC acti vities have been planned to supplement research and in­
formation programs at the federal level with specific inputs attuned to 
Illinois' problems. HWRIC's goals and long-term objectives directly 
complement those of IEPA's related programs under the Chemical Safety 
Research Initiative. 
The emphasis of HWRIC's initial activities will be to: act as a 
clearinghouse for published information on hazardous waste, expand 
ongoing research activities towards an improved assessment of the extent 
of HW management problems and to implement an effective industrial as­
sistance effort. These activities are detailed in specific task areas 
which will be undertaken by program staff in the first year. As these 
acti vities develop, the focus of HWRIC programs will shift towards 
research investigations of critical information gaps towards the design 
and execution of a state hazardous waste management policy. This phased 
implementation approach will maximize the effectiveness and achievements 
of the HWRIC program. 
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HWRIC PROGRAM ELEMENTS, OBJECTIVES AND TASK AREAS 
The HWRIC program will offer information, technical assistance, and 
research studies regarding the magnitude, consequences, and solutions to 
HW management problems in Illinois. This program is designed to comple­
ment HW management and research activities ongoing in the state and the 
nation. Illinois' HW problems are not unique. Established efforts at 
the state, national, and international levels will enhance the HWRIC 
program. They will not be duplicated by HWRIC activities. 
To achieve the goals and objectives of HWRIC, the effort has been 
designed incorporating several program elements. These program elements 
will generate and distribute research data, and provide assistance and 
information of explicit value to the total program. These program 
elements include: Research, Information and Industrial and Technical 
Assistance. Shared functional elements of the Center include the 
laboratory and the data base management system which will support all 
HWRIC activities. Each program element and corresponding task areas in 
decreasing order of priority are described briefly below: 
RESEARCH (R) 
Illinois cannot resolve its complex, often unique HW problems 
without a strong research program. A high quality research program will 
incorporate problem assessment and problem solving research to address 
current HW management problems and to anticipate the research and infor­
mation requirements to solve future problems. This program will be 
coordinated wi th related research efforts to promote solut ions to HW 
problems. 
To achieve useful research results, HWRIC must support competent 
scientists with adequate funding and have a program that addresses the 
most critical research needs. The scientific staff of ENR's Divisions: 
the scientific Surveys, the Energy and Environmental Affairs Division, 
and the State Museum, are highly qualified to conduct some of the 
research in important HW problem areas. The HWRIC program will also 
call upon the aid of sc ientists from both the state Uni versi ty system 
and private interests who possess skills and expertise in HW research 
areas. Problem Assessment (PA) and Problem Solving CPS) Research inves­
tigations will be conducted to address cri tical information needs as 
they are identified and as program phasing and support permits. 
Task Areas 
Problem Assessment 
PA1. 	 A retrospective analysis of the state's regional trends in 
hazardous waste generation, management and disposal will be 
accomplished, identifying major potential problem areas from 
past activities. 
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PA2. Regional studies of the extent to which Illinois ground-water 
resources have been contaminated will be undertaken in areas 
which have had a long history of industrial waste generation 
and disposal activity. Problems involved in determining the 
fate of hazardous materials in the subsurface will be 
def ined. This will be coord ina ted 
ground-water monitoring network. 
wi th IEPA' s developing 
PA3. Under-regulated sources of hazardous waste release to the 
environment will be identified and prioritized as to the 
potential risk to human health via drinking water supplies. 
Underground storage tanks and waste water impoundments will 
be a part of this assessment. 
PA4. Optimized monitoring strategies for ground-water resources 
will be developed in order to permit both more effective use 
of present water quality data and improved reliability of 
future monitoring results. 
PA5. Site specific investigations will be undertaken 
whether existing disposal sites are dangerous. 
to establish 
PA6. A study of the impact of the past 15 years of regulatory 
activity on the operation of municipal sewage treatment 
plants (MSTP) will begin. The study will concentrate on the 
sewering of wastes which have come under regulation and pose 
severe treatment difficulties at MSTP's. 
Problem Solving Research 
PS1. 	 Methods for the determination of effective means to control 
subsurface contaminant plumes will be developed. 
PS2. 	 The specific needs for atmospheric resource moni toring and 
management as related to the generation, treatment, destruc­
tion or disposal of hazardous wastes, will be identified. 
PS3. 	 Effects of HW on terrestrial and aquatic systems will be 
studied to ascertain levels of bioaccumulation that may pose 
a threat to public and environmental health. 
PS4. 	 The geologic and hydrogeologic factors responsible for migra­
tion patterns of HW (toxic compounds) in ground waters will 
be determined. 
PS5. 	 Techniques for the rehabilitation of water supplies by 
in-situ and point of use treatments will be evaluated to 
deal with the economic and public health problems of contami­
nated water supply. 
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PS6. 	 Innovative waste reduction and alternative -treatment 
techniques will be investigated for high volume, high hazard 
waste streams which are currently intractable by demonstrated 
treatment methods. 
INFORMATION (INF) 
The cooperation of industry, the public, and state government are 
necessary components of an effective state HW management strategy. HWRIC 
will provide information that will facilitate environmental and public 
health protection in a cost-effective manner. 
Information will be acquired from a wide variety of sources, evalu­
ated by knowledgeable staff, and compiled in a manner that will expedite 
effective information transfer to the public, industry and government. 
Identified information needs are listed below in decreasing order 
of immediacy and priority. 
o 	Planning and Policy Data are needed about: past and present 
sites of treatment and disposal activity, environmental 
consequences, and projected state needs for specifics on 
future treatment and disposal capacity. 
o 	Economic and Industr ial Development requ ires comprehensive 
economic and demographic information for optimizing siting 
requirements, improving the efficiency of environmental 
regulation and facilitating public acceptance of new indus­
tries. 
o 	Disposal Alternatives need to be carefully researched and 
this information must be made available to industries which 
are candidates for source reduction, recyling, reclamation 
or other alternatives to landfilling. 
o 	Enforcement, Regulation Monitoring and Remedial Action Ac­
tivities of IEPA and other state agencies require reliable 
information on improving the effectiveness of their various 
programs, as well as technical support for non-routine prob­
lems. 
o 	Educational and Technical Outreach efforts must be carefully 
developed, based on the best available information and modes 
of communication to foster cooperation with both resource 
protection and a strong economy in mind. 
o 	Siting Considerations for prospective new or expanded 
industrial activities must be facilitated in the pre-devel­
opment stages to attract industry to the state and maintain 
the employment opportunities which currently exist. 
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Task Areas 
INF1. 	 Library and communications capabilities which currently 
exist will be evaluated with respect to their utility for 
HWRIC information activities. 
INF2. 	 The development of informational brochures on the current 
magnitude of the HW problem and technical workshops on the 
state of the art of various HW management and research 
topics will be undertaken. 
INF3. 	 A Data Base Management System will be established sufficient 
to meet the needs of HWRIC core staff and researchers for 
the reliable transfer and communication of information. 
INF4. 	 A workable model of the state's economic activity related to 
HW management acti vi ties will be developed to permit the 
reasoned analysis of future planning or policy alterna­
tives. 
INF5. 	 A Geographic Information System with cartographic, map 
overlay and analysis capabilities will be developed to 
enable the facile visualization of statewide (coarse) and 
township (fine) level details of economic, environmental, 
and demographic data, as well as known sites of waste 
generation treatment and disposal. 
INDUSTRIAL AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE (ITA) 
This program element represents a new area of expertise of ENR' s 
current research and serv ices program in was te management. A small, 
high level engineering staff, familiar with chemical process and waste 
treatment engineering, can provide dedicated engineering support and 
assistance to Illinois industries which do not have the expertise to 
cope with their waste problems. The staff must be well acquainted with 
state of the art pollution prevention and waste reduction technologies 
applicable to Illinois industries and be fully aware of statewide needs 
for effective hazardous waste management. Support will be focussed on 
the reduction of HW generation by encouraging process modification, 
product substitution, recycling, reclamation and other alternatives to 
landfilling. The Center staff will rely on specialized skills available 
in the Scientific Surveys, the State University system or private con­
sultants on specific problems. The staff must also aid in resolving the 
difficulties inherent in assessing the magnitude of Illinois' past HW 
problem, as well as viable options for the future. 
A modern laboratory facility to support the Center's research pro­
jects, industrial assistance program and provide analytical services for 
the Center staff will be developed. Current laboratory facilities are 
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insufficient to handle samples contaminated wi th toxic wastes. The 
laboratory will ultimately be an entity which will be supervised 
directly by the Center Director. 
Task 	Areas 
ITA1. 	 High volume, high hazard (risk) waste generating industries 
will be identified. 
ITA2. 	 Data on waste stream generating processes and waste charac­
teristics will be collected to identify viable options for 
process modification, product substitution, waste reduction, 
recycle/reclamation potential and other alternative treat­
ment techniques. 
ITA3. 	 Archival studies will be conducted to define trends in the 
type, location and nature of past industrial HW generating 
activities in order to project current and future needs for 
waste management options, as well as address the magnitude 
of current problems. 
ITA4. 	 Mechanisms for providing direct and indirect industrial as­
sistance on pollution prevention and waste management pro­
grams will be developed. 
ITAS. 	 Generic site screening procedures will be applied. 
ITA6. 	 Fleld support and equ ipment to facilitate the research and 
assistance programs must be provided. 
MANAGEMENT (M) 
The efficient development and operation of the HWRIC program 
described above will depend on a sound management structure to support 
and enhance the research, assistance and information programs. HWRIC 
will integrate the information and assistance programs with a multi­
disciplinary research program. Further, HWRIC must establish contact 
with state, federal, and industrial entities so that, together, they may 
develop viable programs for the effective management of HW. 
Task 	Areas 
M1. 	 A high quality core staff will be employed to manage the 
Center and to direct the programmatic activities within each 
of the three program elements. 
M2. 	 Facilities will be secured to house the core staff of the 
Center; planning and implementation of the data base manage­
ment system will be accomplished. 
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M3. 	 A procedures document for the administration of HWRIC programs 
will be developed with clearly defined procedures for managing 
service and research activities. The selection of the Program 
Advisory Panel for HWRIC will be included in this effort to 
involve industry, the public and government in the program. 
M4. 	 Data bases will be designed, developed and implemented to 
allow facile transfer of results from a number of external and 
internal sources, as well as to insure confidentiality of 
proprietary information or raw research data. 
M5. 	 A continuing mechanism for maintaining close contact with the 
staffs of IEPA, IDPH, IPCB, the Metropolitan Sanitary District 
of Greater Chicago and other state, local and regional govern­
ment agencies will be developed. 
M6. 	 Communication wi th representatives of industry, trade groups 
and national organizations concerned wi th HW management will 
be developed and maintained. 
M7. 	 Laboratory facility requirements should be identified in a 
preliminary design plan prior to the development of a full 
design plan by a qualified firm. 
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DETAILED WORK PLAN AND IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY 

FY '85 WORK PLAN 
Administration and Program Management 
Program elements, goals, objectives and task area priorities have 
been identified for the HWRIC effort. The task area priorities in this 
plan were assigned to either Phase 1 (FY '85) or Phase 2 (FY '86 and 
beyond) on the basis of the average ranking provided by the planning 
committee. The task areas chosen for Phase 1 provide a valuable basis 
for initial HWRIC implementation, given the projected level of funding. 
As HWRIC develops, its capabilities for informationlindustrial assis­
tance and assessment research, we expect that the focus of future ac­
tivities will be sharpened. HWRIC management will have a better idea of 
the state's research, information and assistance needs and would be 
expected to redirect available resources accordingly. If the currently 
projected funding level in the out-years materializes. the expansion of 
ENR's laboratory and research capabilities in HW will be supported by 
new facilities as well as a shift towards funding more research projects 
identified in the task areas. 
Management Plan. The ultimate success of HWRIC, as a focus for 
research and information on hazardous wastes in IllinoiS, will depend on 
a strong and accountable management structure. It will equally depend 
on a high level of coordination and interact ion between its research, 
assistance, and information programs and amongst its diverse research 
projects. The management plan is designed to accomplish these goals. 
The management structure for HWRIC is displayed in Figure 4.1. The 
Center will be administratively directed by the Illinois State Water 
Survey which will serve as the host Division for HWRIC. The Policy and 
Program Governing Board will help develop and approve the polic ies, 
programs, and related financial plans for HWRIC. The Chief of the Water 
Survey will chair this Board, answer to the Director of ENR, and provide 
direct supervision of the Director of HWRIC. 
The Center Director will be advised by an external Program Advisory 
Panel comprised of representatives of the concerned industrial sector, 
local and state entities, and from the university sector. This group 
will provide an overview and input on HWRIC plans and performance. The 
Internal Advisory Committee will consist of representatives of each 
Division of ENR. This group will help provide scientific and technical 
guidance and facilitate staff interactions. 
The Director of HWRIC will supervise the leaders of the three main 
elements, the Research Program, the Industrial and TeChnical Assistance 
Program, and the Information Program. The Research Program Coordinator 
(RPC) will convene an Investigators Committee to ensure cooperation on 
joint research activities and to plan for potential interaction in field 
studies. The RPC will provide planning, guidance, and direction, of all 
the research endeavors of HWRIC. This includes the focussed research on 
problem assessment and problem solving research of HWRIC staff and that 
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Policy & Program Governing Board 
SWS Chief, ChaiDnan 
SGS Chief 
NHS Chief 
Museum Director 
EEA Director 
Internal Research +---_--1.1 Center L 
Comnittee 
Program 
Advisory I Director ,1-------1 Advisory 
Panel 
I Fiscal and I Contract Officer Secretary I 
J 
Ind~stnal ~nd IIResearch ~rogram ~oordinator II and ASSIstant DIrector l Techmcal ASSIstance I Information I 
I Contracts 
Figure 4.1. Management structure of HWRIC 
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I 
of the ENR Divisions, and the research projects funded by contracts with 
public and private sector scientists. 
Center Staffing. All HWRIC core and Divisional staff will be 
selected by appropriate levels of recrui tment (national or local) and 
evaluation of the applicant's capabilities in the light of each 
posit ion's needs. Satisfactory candidates would be presented to the 
Board of Natural Resources and Conservation for final approval of their 
appointments to Division staff. Board approval will assure that 
technical competence and professional demeanor are the primary criteria 
for appointment. The complex nature of HW issues demands that HWRIC 
pos itions at least approach the salary levels offered by the pri va te 
sector for equivalent expertise. High level personnel will provide HWRIC 
with the capability and momentum to make the program a continuing 
success. The staff detail is shown in Table 4-1 for the HWRIC core and 
Divisional staff. Position descriptions are contained in Appendix 1. 
The core staff housed at the Water Survey will largely consist of 
scientists and environmental engineers. The Director will be a top 
environmental scientist experienced in management. The 2-person staff 
of the Industrial and Technical Assistance program will be experienced 
environmental engineers. The 3-person staff of the Information Program 
will include two scientists and a data systems specialist who will be 
located in Springfield. The Research program will include the 
Coordinator and two associate research scientists. The core staff and 
all HWRIC endeavors will be supported by a secretary and a financial and 
contracts officer. 
The non-core research staff of HWRIC will be located in four ENR 
Divisions (3 scientific Surveys and the Museum). They will focus 
initially on the top priority problem assessment research projects. 
As the information and technical assistance efforts mature, in­
creasingly more support will be available for specific research pro­
jects. Contract supported personnel in a variety of disciplines will 
extend the impact of HWRIC's activities in order to more fully meet the 
state's needs towards the development of HW management policy. Research 
projects specific to these needs will grow more diverse, reflecting the 
clearer definition of problem areas within ENR's mandated research and 
information roles. 
The complex nature of HW management problems and the environmental 
impacts of improper waste handling should provide ENR scientists with 
many fruitful opportunities for scientific inquiry through HWRIC. It 
should in no way limit the realm of potential projects in the Divisions. 
HWRIC Staffing, Task Area Responsibilities, and Budget. The 
staffing and budget requirements to pursue all the research>and "informa­
tion needs which have been identified far exceed the projected funding 
level for FY '85, '86 and '87. Prioritization of the task areas has 
permit ted the selection of high priori ty tasks for Phase 1 efforts 
(initiated in FY '85) and those which must be delayed until FY '86 and 
beyond in Phase II. Phase 1 will permit the development of the"informa­
tion and industrial assistance efforts and provide the basis for problem 
10 
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Equivalent Survey 
Position position level 
Core 
Professional Scientist1. 	 Director 
2. Fiscal and Contracts Officer(1) 	 Assoc. Prof. Sci. 
3. Administrative Assistant/Secretary 	 Assoc. Supp. Sci. 
4. 	 Research Program Coordinator* Professional Scientist 
Assoc. Prof. Sci.5. 	 Research Scientist 
6. 	 Research Scientist/Data Systems Assoc. Prof. Sci. 
Industrial Assistance Coordinator* Pr ofess ional Scientist7. 
Professional Scientist8. 	 Industrial Assistance Engineer 
9. Information Program Coordinator* 	 Assoc. Prof. Sci. 
10. 	 Data System Specialist (EEA) Ass't. Prof. Sci. 
Ass't. Prof. Sci.11 . Information Special ist 
Divisional 
1. Research Scientist (ISWS) 	 Ass't. Prof. Sci. 
2. Research Scientist ( ISM) 	 Ass't. Prof. Sci. 
3. Research Scientist (ISGS) 	 Ass't. Prof. Sci. 
4. Research Scientist ( ISNHS) 	 Assoc. Prof. Sci. 
( 1 ) This staff position to be negotiated as to source of funding. 
* Group Leader 
Table 4.1. HWRIC Core and Divisional Staff Detail 
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Table 4.2. HWRIC Current Level of Appropriation 

Source of Funds ($K) 

Line Item 
Personal Services 
Travel 
Commodi ties 
Printing 
Equipment 
SUBTOTALS 
Capital Planning Funds 
Contractual Research 
and Services 
necessary to carry 
out HWRIC activities 
TOTALS 
OVERALL 
GRF 
331.5 
14.0 
12.5 
8.0 
27.0 
393 
407 
800 
$1.5M 
CDB PUF HWRF 
0 0 
200 
0 200 300 
200 200 300 
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0 
assessment research. Once these initial tasks have been addressed, the 
Phase II effort will begin with a shift in HWRIC resources towards more 
problem solving research. The task area phasing shown in Figure 4-2 
provides a general framework of HWRIC activities, which should carry the 
program from Phase I into Phase II during early FY 186. 
In the first year of HWRIC operations, all core staff will be 
deeply involved in the development of several important data bases and 
the establishment of both information transfer and industrial assistance 
capabilities. These efforts will provide ENR with critically needed, 
high visibility products. They will enable an improved focus for con­
tinuing research, informat ion clearinghouse and assistance efforts and 
base future HWRIC activities on a solid foundation. 
A detailed series of task area activities for management and each 
of the program elements is presented in Figures 4-3 through 4-6. The 
principal products expected in Phase 1 are also provided. Inspection of 
these figures clearly shows the central importance of task areas INF1, 
INF2, INF3, ITA1, ITA2, ITA3. and ITA4. Task Area PAl is indeed one of 
the most crucial and involved of the research needs identified. The in­
terrelationships among the program elements will demand daily interac­
tion among HWRIC core staff to sustain program direction and consistency 
once the needs of the state have been more carefully identified. 
Budget considerations for HWRIC activities are complicated by the 
mix of funds which make up the projected level of overall support and 
the uncertainties involved in the timing of recruitment, staff reloca­
tion and task progress. Several assumptions have been made to prepare a 
tentati ve budget. These qual ifying assumptions include: the need for 
close integration of information clearinghouse activities and the 
technical assistance and research activities, as well as the need for a 
visible base of operations for the majority of core staff to sustain 
program direction and consistency. Also, the outcome of the legislative 
session and the lag involved in salary expenditures due to the need to 
recruit and relocate candidates for the core and Divisional staff 
demands flexibility in the budgeting process. Available support for 
HWRIC is shown in Table 4.2, detailing the current (June 22) level of 
appropriation in various line items. 
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Research 
The research component of HWRIC will fill information gaps relating 
to the generation management, treatment and disposal of HW in Illinois. 
The primary goal of the research program is to conduct studies in HW 
problem identification and solution. 
Objectives 
To conduct research that will: 
1. 	 Accurately assess the magnitude of HW management problems, 
their consequences, and identify options for their 
solution, 
2. 	 Aid in the siting of safe treatment and disposal 
facilities. 
3. 	 Mitigate the environmental impacts of waste management 
activities. and 
4. 	 Identify and project future information and research needs 
of the state. 
Research studies will be ini tiated in Phase (FY '85, '86) and will 
merge wi th more focussed investigations as the 'program develops in 
Phase II. 
Problem Assessment 
The primary purposes of problem assessment are to determine the 
location and magnitude of problems associated with HW generation, 
management, and disposal in the state. Understanding of past disposal 
activities, present and future generation of HW, and reduction and 
alternative disposal methods are important milestones towards the 
development of a HW management strategy. Limited investigations of 
these problems have been completed recently. Expanded research activity 
is needed to supplement the "disposal" oriented thrust of federal pro­
grams such as RCRA and CERCLA (Superfund) and attack HW problems at the 
source. 
To properly assess HW problems in the state and to identify those 
areas that represent the most immediate threat to public and environ­
mental health requires a verifiable foundation of current information, 
coupled with sound scientific and engineering interpretation. 
Assessment studies will involve verification and interpretation or 
historical records, field and laboratory studies, and a thorough review 
of both current practice and viable options for alternative methods of 
HW management. The following quest ions are central to the task of 
problem assessment research investigations. some of which have been 
raised by past studies conducted by the Illinois Legislative Investigat­
ing Commission and the Attorney General's Task Force on HW. among 
others. 
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1. 	 Which major types and volumes of HW streams are being 
generated within Illinois? 
2. 	 What are the locations of these generation sites? 
3. 	 Are waste management methods, whether on or off site, 
adequate for the containment of HW? 
4. 	 What are the locations of known, or abandoned disposal 
and spill sites? 
5. 	 What areas of the state have been impacted by improper HW 
management practices? 
6. 	 What are the mobile, toxic and persistent components 
which need to be addressed at these sites? 
7. 	 What media and routes of exposure to toxic materials 
present the most immediate threat to public and environ­
mental health? 
8. 	 What complications arise from proposed alternative 
disposal methods? 
9. 	 How can the subtle consequences of HW release and 
exposure be measured reliably? 
10. Can we identify predictable long-t
or the environment resultant 
management or disposal activities? 
erm e
from 
ffects 
various 
on humans 
waste 
Problem Solving 
Research will focus on three general areas: (1) methods to 
accurately monitor and assess HW levels in air, water, and soils; 
(2) procedures to mi tiga te the impacts of HW presently in problem 
disposal sites; and (3) alternative methods for production, handling, 
and disposal that will significantly reduce HW management risks and 
impacts on the environment. 
Questions of interest to these investigations include: 
1. 	 What are the most effecti ve means by which the risk of 
exposure to hazardous components to wastes managed in the 
past can be reduced? 
2. 	 What potential exists for recycling, reuse, treatment, or 
elimination of HW at the points of generation? 
3. 	 What procedures are most effective for in-situ mitigation 
of HW impacts on ground-water resources at known sites of 
contamination? 
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4. 	 How can we effectively plan for the conservation of 
landfill capaci ty and contain the inevitable residues of 
waste treatment operations? 
Project Selection 
Research projects ini tiated during phases 1 and 2 shall be those 
that address the most critical and immediate aspects of HW problems in 
Illinois. Effective HW management policy depends upon accurate and 
reliable· data. Data bases on waste generation processes, alternative 
treatment processes, and disposal procedures must be acquired, 
generated, and analyzed to aid in the development of appropriate 
strategies for HW management. The fates of HW components in the envi­
ronment are poorly understood. The development of capabilities to 
measure and predict the transpott, transformation, and ultimate fate of 
both specific and generic HW in the environment is an important step in 
determining manpower allocation and resource monitoring needs. Feasible 
methods for remedial action for contaminated air, water, and soil 
resources will also eventually recei ve attention to aid IEPA in their 
programs. 
Two principal types of research projects will be initiated in 
HWRIC's initial phases. These include both immediately productive, as 
well as long-term, projects. Regardless of the time frame, they will 
include extensive literature reviews, sound experimental design, and 
definable products at the conclusion of the project. Research proposals 
will be evaluated by internal and external peer review to insure that 
related efforts at the state and federal level are not duplicated. In 
line with the past administration of the Hazardous Waste Research Fund, 
state support will be 1 imi ted ini tially to studies which: address 
Illinois' most critical needs, anticipate future information gaps and 
avoid crisis-oriented efforts which are more properly the responsibility 
of regulatory agencies. Projects will be funded as cooperative agree­
ments and include the active coordination of HWRIC core staff of the 
research activities. This level of research integration is necessary to 
maintain program dtrection. HWRIC research acti vities will supplement 
the industrial assistance component of HWRIC by providing information on 
the efficacy of alternative processes and procedures. Most importantly, 
the research efforts will contribute significantly to our understanding 
of the complexities of HW management issues in the state. 
Candidate projects for HWRIC research acti vi ties will be selected 
on the basis of high-priority information needs identified in the 
problem assessment research which will begin immediately. Investigators 
who contributed original preproposals to the January 1984 ENR HW 
Research Plan of Action will be contacted to develop full project plans 
and budgets. 
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FY '85 Research Objectives 
The HWRIC research program will satisfy immediate data and informa­
tion needs, some of which have been mandated by law, as well as the 
long-term research needs of state HW management strategy. Therefore, 
high priority, short-term problem assessment projects will be supported 
in the first year in order to approach the large numbers of unknowns in: 
past HW generation and disposal patterns, current generation and manage­
ment practices, and the impacts of ongoing waste generation and disposal 
activities on natural resources. A status report on HW management in 
Illinois to the House of Representatives' Hazardous Waste Advisory Com­
mission is also required by legislation passed in 1983. It is antici­
pated that these tasks can be accomplished with a mix of Center core and 
Divisional staff time, supplemented by cooperative agreements with con­
tractors. Problem assessment research wi 11 be undertaken in the first 
year to develop the understanding needed to formulate meaningful solu­
tions to recognized problems and to lay the foundation for more directed 
future action. Of necessity, these projects must incorporate a degree 
of sensi ti vity to the serious need for program planning, design and 
management for a variety of users. Certain projects dependent on the 
availabili ty of safe handling and analysis of hazardous was tes must 
await the construction of the Hazardous Materials Laboratory. 
Task Area PAl involves the integration of a multidisciplinary 
research effort which will involve most of the core and Divisional staff 
in the first year of HWRIC operations. A large amount of primary data 
exists on HW generation, locations, management practices, alternative 
treatment options and environmental impacts. However, it has not been 
collected into relational data bases which would enable in-depth 
scientific interpretation and lead to recommendations for state waste 
management goals. 
It is important that parallel efforts proceed simultaneously in PAl 
sub-tasks. These efforts will provide both an overall estimate of state 
HW management problems, practices, trends and consequences, as well as 
detailed studies of high-volume, high risk waste generation, etc. at the 
regional/local scale in areas of sustained industrial activity. 
Currently available data on HW related industries will be obtained 
from regulatory agencies, primarily IEPA and the Metropolitan Sanitary 
District of Greater Chicago. Available reviews of HW issues completed 
in the past five years wil1 be used to identify industries, regional 
areas and issues which demand in-depth efforts and provide a basis for 
the careful estimation of statewide industrial, environmental, and 
economic indicators of HW related activities. This information will be 
collected in the relational data bases (described in the Information 
Program description which follows this section) to permi t HWRIC to 
accomplish two main goals. The first of which is to focus its research, 
industrial assistance and information activities where they can achieve 
the best results. The second goal is to develop the capabilities to 
provide the ongoing planning and policy input which state government 
will need to develop an effective HW management strategy. In this way, 
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HWRIC can meet its legislative mandate to the Hazardous Waste Advisory 
Commission and lay the foundation for an effective long-term program of 
research and services. 
Candidate research projects for Phase 1 include the following from 
the January 1984 Plan for Action: 
Hazardous Organic Compounds in Illinois' Ground Water 
Delineating Areas Potentially Affected by HW Lagoon Disposal 
Activities in Illinois 
Determining Spatial Densi ty of Moni toring Wells for Regional 
Evaluations 
Atmospheric Measurements of Toxic Wastes 
Hydrologic Control and ~lume Delineation at Experimental 
Aqu ifer Plots 
Subsurface Treatment for Reclaiming Contaminated Ground Water: 
Feasibility and Design Guidelines 
Microorganisms for Decontamination of Soil and Ground Water 
Additional projects which pertain to the information needs identi­
fied in task areas PA2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and PS4, 5, 6 will also be given due 
consideration when funding and support facilities permit. 
Information 
Information development, interpretation and transfer are central to 
the goal of the Information Program. Phase 1 activities in this program 
element will commence very early in HWRIC's operations. 
The Information Program will coordinate the information transfer 
and data management activities of HWRIC. These capabilities are the 
mainstays of HWRIC' s approach to the development of a hazardous waste 
management strategy for Illinois. Technical studies conducted by core 
staff, outside contractors and other agencies will be evaluated and 
maintained in relational data bases to provide reliable information 
towards: policy development, research and assistance program planning, 
technical support for industry and government agencies and the evalua­
tion of future options for HW management in Illinois. 
There are two major areas of activity for this program element: 
Information Clearinghouse and Data Base Development and Management. 
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Information Clearinghouse 
The general public's level of understanding of HW issues is 
limited. despite the fact that there has been a large amount of media 
coverage and scholarly activity on specific problems. Information 
transfer in layman's language is important to the effectiveness of HWRIC 
efforts with the public and the leg islature. In addition, there are 
large bibliographic compilations available to encourage industrial 
entities to adopt waste reduction and pollution prevention programs. INF 
task areas 1 and 2 address the clearinghouse acti vi ties which should 
include both: 
Printed matter, brochures, research summaries and newsletters 
to supplement existing information on waste generation, dis­
posal or treatment options, management alternatives and 
environmental consequences of waste handling practices. 
Seminars and workshops at various levels of technical detail 
to put the major public, environmental and economic aspects of 
HW management in perspective. The exchange of views, concerns 
and promising approaches to HW problem solutions can be most 
fruitful. 
ENR has access to much of the relevant published literature which 
generally discusses HW issues. These materials will be distributed 
along wi th lists of principal Illinois contacts for specific information 
and advertise the HWRIC "HW HOTLINE" so that information needs can be 
filled on a real-time basis. Information materials will be constantly 
updated and communications will be facilitated between Champaign and 
Springfield. In this way the interactions between technical support, 
research and information specialists within HWRIC and cooperating groups 
will be assured. 
In addition, at least two workshops will be planned and presented 
during Phase 1 wi th as many as four such events in FY '86. The 
excellent outcome of the recent workshop "Pollution to Profit: Reducing 
Industrial Waste in Illinois" provides encouragement for the success of 
these efforts. 
Data Base Development and Management 
Data management activities will be supported and structured to 
enable rapid internal communication between HWRIC program elements and 
outside user groups. INF Task Areas 3. 4, and 5 will be pursued jointly 
with a number of related HWRIC tasks. including ITA1 and 3. PAl and M4. 
The need for four fundamental data bases for HWRIC acti v i ties is clear' 
at the present time. These include: 
1) 	 A bibliographic data base consisting of: listings of 
major ~mgoing activities at the state and federal level 
wi th contact persons and available referral services and 
general. as well as technical, references pertaining to 
specific aspects of HW management issues; 
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2) 	 An engineering data base on current and developing HW 
treatment, recycling and management practices at the 
national level with a subset on Illinois HW generation; 
3) 	 An historical data base on Illinois' HW generation trends, 
locations and characteristics wi th an emphasis on the 
disposition of the wastes and waste disposal sites; and 
4) 	 A data base of economic, environmental and demographic 
information available for planning, siting and 
decision-making purposes. 
The foundation for the latter base has been implemented in the 
Energy and Environmental Affairs Division. There is a need to expand 
the geographic facets of the data base to include: the Illinois 
Metropolitan Map Series/Vicinity Map Series. U. S. Census Bureau map 
series and the Dun and Bradstreet EDMI business da:ta base. The com­
pleted data base will ultimately permit geographic referencing of: HW 
generation/disposal sites, resource monitoring installations and popula­
tion centers which are major variables in the overall picture of 
III inois HW management. The Department's combined Regional Economic 
Impact (REMI)/Illinois Forecasting and Simulation Model (ILFS) or the 
Social and Economic Impact Model (SEAMS) can be used to evaluate the 
diverse impacts of various HW management strategies. 
The work involved in setting up data bases 1), 2) and 3) has also 
begun in EEA. The first two efforts will requ ire mainly data system 
structuring and software development which with sufficient support 
should be fully implemented in Phase 1. The historical data base 3) 
will take far more primary data collection and interpretation of regula­
tory information from IEPA and the MSDGC. Detailed data collected in 
the last five years must be concentrated on before the reliability of 
using various hindcasting strategies based on production, employment or 
census statistics can be assessed. This effort will be expanded in 
Phase 1 from the previously HWRF-supported problem assessment research 
projects in fi ve NE Illinois counties. The work will be done jOintly 
with core staff in the Research and Industrial and Technical Assistance 
programs wi th the involvement of at least one outside contractor. It 
will probably continue on into Phase II of HWRIC operations. The- pro­
ject was to have started in FY '84, however the resources of the HWRF 
were held back to permi t HWRIC '·s scope and work plan to develop. 
Industrial and Technical Assistance 
The Industrial and Technical Assistance program element consists of 
two main efforts: Industrial Assistance and Engineering and Analysis. 
Industrial Assistance acti vities (ITA Task Area 4) will be developed 
using EEA' s existing Energy Engineering Services program as a model. 
Indeed the two efforts should complement each other substantially, since 
HW management options must take into account a variety of economic con­
straints and energy costs in particular. The Energy Engineering 
Services effort has established extensive industrial facility and trade 
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group contacts which will facilitate HWRIC's Industrial Assistance 
efforts. We have met with major trade group representatives and 
discussed HWRIC' s object i ves and proposed activities. Their response 
was most encouraging and we expect that our assistance program will 
develop rapidly in Phase 1. 
Ini tial tasks in this program component center around high-level 
information dissemination and the development of liaison activities with 
high-volume, high risk sectors of Illinois' industrial economy. ITA 
will coordinate both the ini tial assistance efforts targeted towards 
appropriate industries and the development of direct assistance to 
specific industrial concerns by HWRIC engineering staff. 
Workshops, self-audit procedures for materials' flows in HW 
generating industries will be planned and executed. In-depth direct 
assistance in Phase 1 will be I imi ted to on-site Ciudi t conf irmation, 
consultation and referrals to expert process and waste treatment 
engineering consultants available in the State Uni versity system and 
private firms. Also, under Task Area ITA5 generic site screening proce­
dures will be developed to aid the siting of safe HW management and 
treatment facilities. This effort will be limited to pre-development 
assistance on site requirements and concerns. It will be conducted in 
cooperation with the industry and appropriate regulatory bodies. 
Detailed site evaluation will not duplicate current activities of the 
Scientific Surveys or involve HWRIC in permitting concerns. 
Engineering and Analysis 
This program element is a small, but important, component of 
assistance activities. Currently the expertise needed for the 
engineering and analysis effort in the Center is not available in ENR. 
EA staff will provide support services and engineering advice to both 
the Information and Research Programs. 
In Phase 1, staff will aid in the correlation between waste 
generating processes and waste characteristics for the primary data 
collection effort and provide the basic waste treatment experience 
necessary to promote waste reduction recycling or alternative waste 
treatments for industrial assistance as described in the preceding 
section. The engineers will further significantly improve the useful­
ness and impact of the information clearinghouse and data management 
activities of HWRIC. Thus, in Phase 1 ITA staff will work closely with 
core staff in all of the program elements, though their primary respon­
sibilities will be to develop information transfer support mechanisms 
(Task Area ITA2, 4)and procedures for conducting industry-specifi c HW 
management audits. 
A very valuable product in the first year will be the identifica­
tion of viable alternatives to landfilling of liquid hazardous wastes to 
aid IEPA in enforcing the legislated ban after January 1, 1985, 
affecting the disposal of such materials. The ban on HW solids' land­
filling in 1987 will be a priority task for EA staff as well. 
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The full participation of ITA staff in technical support roles must 
awai t the construction of a sui table Hazardous Materials Laboratory. 
This facility, to be planned during Phase 1, will permit the staff to 
characterize waste streams for recycle, reuse and alternative treatment 
methods and support the needs of future demonstration projects wi th 
cooperating industries. The laboratory should also extend technical 
support to HWRIC research projects and the specialized needs of IEPA for 
the analysis of highly toxic materials or unknown samples of contami­
nated soil, biological tissue or water. ITA staff will have role in 
coordinating laboratory planning which· will be conducted in Phase 1 
(Task Area M7). 
The first step in planning the laboratory will consist of an 
internal feasibili ty study of program needs, facili ty requirements, 
instrumentation needs and to what extent existing analytical support in 
the Divisions can be used for HWRIC support. The most critical consid­
eration which sets the Hazardous Materials Laboratory apart from 
existing laboratories in State government is that highly toxic materials 
or unknown samples cannot be handled safely in current laboratories. The 
safety of laboratory and office personnel must be given utmost consid­
eration. The needs of the IEPA for this type of specialized laboratory 
facility will be taken into account. At least two existing high-hazard 
laboratories in the U.S. will be visited to gain first-hand information 
on the advantages of various levels of personnel protection. 
The feasibility study results will then be developed into a request 
for proposals to highly qualified laboratory design contractors. We 
anticipate that qualified contractors will be called upon to provide at 
least two detailed options for the construction of the facility to 
include a medium to high hazard material laboratory and one which will 
permi t handling and characterization of medium to extremely hazardous 
materials (e.g. Dioxins). The feasibility of contracting out specialty 
analyses on extremely hazardous samples will also be explored. 
It is imperative that the planning process be initiated as soon as 
possible to insure that state research and assistance efforts can rely 
on rapid physical and chemical characterization of HW waste streams. 
Currently, laboratory facilities available to IEPA, IDPH and ENR are 
inadequate to the task of complete analysis of HW waste or contaminated 
materials. 
FY '86. '87 PROJECTIONS 
The Hazardous Waste Research and Information Center should be well 
established in FY '85, provided that support levels are adequate to 
address the high· priori ty tasks which have been identified. To some 
extent, HWRIC phasing will depend on the active cooperation of the 
Divisions, various state and local government agencies and industry. At 
the close of Phase 1, the Center will represent the focus of research, 
information and technical assistance strengths in Illinois to attack HW 
management problems at the source. We anticipate that sufficient pro..;. 
gress can be made in FY '85 to enable the initiation of Phase II task 
area activities in FY 'S6. 
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HWRIC is an ambitious program with the potential to make real 
advances towards the development of an effecti ve state HW management 
policy. The visibility of the program will surely encourage the 
comment, criticism and support of a large number of concerned groups. As 
problem assessment work proceeds and the information transfer and 
assistance programs develop, support will shift towards focussed problem 
solving efforts which respond to new demands as well as problems that 
are currently unrecognized. Therefore, planning of Center activities in 
FY '86 and beyond must await the development and external reactions to 
the program. 
A tentative budget for the period FY '85 to FY '89 has been pre­
pared which should provide the flexibility needed to fulfill high 
prior i ty research, informat ion and assistance needs and the continuing 
support required to sustain fundamental efforts as priori ties change. 
Based on program progress and the results of the Phase 1 work, 
individual budget lines may change. However, the base level support 
projected for the first five years of HWRIC operations is shown for 
planning purposes. Operation costs adjusted for inflation should remain 
relatively constant, except for laboratory construction and maintenance. 
This budget is detailed in Table 4.3. 
Table 4.3. Project HWRIC Operations Costs ($K) 
FY-85 FY-86 FY-87* FY-88 FY-89 TotalLine Item 
332 445 480 525 575 2,357Personnel 
Hazardous Materials Laboratory 220 150 1 ,500 400 450 2,720 
728 810 900 1 ,250 1 ,410 5,098Research 
220 405 350 375 425 1 ,775Information and Technical 
Assistance 
2,860 $11 ,950TOTALS 1 ,500 1 ,810 3,230 2,550 
* Projected Year of Laboratory Construction 
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CURRENT DIVISIONAL ACTIVITIES 

The Energy and Environmental Affairs Division (EEA), through the 
Hazardous Waste Research Fund Program, has already started the development 
of state of the art technology information for Illinois industry. The 
program has concentrated on the development of process information alter­
natives for specific Illinois industries. 
The planning and forecasting activities within the Division include 
collect ing and maintaining comprehensive data bases on energy and other 
natural resources, environmental, economic and social. EEA has acquired 
and maintains several economic forecas ting models for use in conduct ing 
policy for energy and natural resources related issues. EEA also has 
been offering technical assistance for Illinois industry on energy use 
and conservation issues for over three years. Coal technology develop­
ment assistance is offered through the Coal BOhd Fund Program. 
The Division further conducts a siting assistance program for 
sponsors of major energy-related projects. Preliminary screening of 
sites has been done in the southern half of the state, incorporating the 
resources required for specific projects, as well as geographic, ecolo­
gical, environmental, infrastructure and other considerations in 
locating fuel processing or power generation facilities. 
The waste research program at the Illinois State Geological Survey 
evolved out of the service activities related to siting of waste dis­
posal facilities. It is estimated that Survey personnel have provided 
about 2000 evaluations of proposed and existing waste disposal sites in 
Illinois for state regulatory agencies, local governments and industry 
since the 1940's. 
In addition, 18 disposal sites have been, or are being studied in 
detail, in a wide variety of geologic settings across the state. The 
results of these studies provide information on the actual behavior of 
the complex leachates in a real world setting, and have provided infor­
mation necessary for rules and regulations of waste disposal facilities. 
Exploratory studies have been conducted into the geochemical inter­
actions of the wastes and their leachates with the geologic material in 
which they may be placed for disposal. These studies have included 
municipal leachates in which heavy metClls were present; metal-soil in­
teractions, solubility and mobility of some organic substances such as 
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB's). 
The Geological Survey has produced 109 research reports on waste 
disposal and related subjects. It is recognized widely for waste dis­
posal research. 
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Major ongoing projects include: 
A Study of Trench Covers to Minimize Infiltration at Waste 
Disposal Sites: The objectives of this research program are: 1) to 
provide basic information on the characteristics of material which 
can be used in construction of waste trench caps; 2) to study the 
interaction and possible combinations of these materials, which 
will limit water from precipitation infiltrating through the 
wastes; 3) to test under field conditions the most promising trench 
cover designs; and 4) to recommend criteria and procedures for 
review of trench cover designs. 
Investigation of Failure Mechanisms and Migration of 
Industrial Chemicals at Wilsonville, Illinois: The project is part 
of a long-term study of the suitability for waste disposal of 
various hydrogeologic environments in Illinois. Based on the 
results of this and previous studies, an evaluat10n of site inves­
tigation methods and the use of predictive models for describing 
pollutant migration will be undertaken. 
The Illinois State Museum serves the people of Illinois, not 
only through its exhibits and public programs, but also as a 
collections repository and center for the study and interpretation 
of Illinois' natural and cultural history. A major part of this 
work has been the cataloging of locality data on Significant plant 
and animal population, fossil deposits, and prehistoric archaeo­
logical sites in the state. These data bases permit the museum to 
assist in industrial siting processes by providing information on 
the nature of and location of Illinois' prehistoric past. In many 
instances, present federal law requires attention to the "assessment 
and possible mitigation of prehistoric sites prior to land modifi­
cation. The museum is currently conducting a pilot study of the 
methodology for assembling historic profiles of existing and aban­
doned industrial disposal sites. 
The Illinois Natural History Survey has a history of research 
on hazardous wastes and the impacts of toxic materials on aquatic 
and terrestrial ecosystems. Survey scientists have conducted ex­
tensi ve and intensive lab(}ratory research addressing the problems 
associated wi th heavy metals, toxic wastes, and toxic materials. 
The range of environmentally oriented HW research projects is broad 
from microbial to fisheries at the organismal level, from 
microcosm to reservoir and large rivers at the habi ta t level, and 
from LDSO determinations to isozyme changes at the physiological 
level. 
Specific research projects have identified bioaccumulation 
effects of mercury in aquatic systems, the effects of toxics on 
survival and gill movement in fingernail clams, and the toxicity of 
ammonia to aquatic organi sms under both warm (lS-26°C) and cold 
(3-5°C) water conditions. Innovative techniques for determining 
toxicity of compounds to aquatic organisms have been developed and 
used by Survey SCientists, including the bluegill tOxicity index 
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and the fingernail clam gill response test. Many of these investi­
gations have led to management recommendations that have resulted 
in policy changes to protect human and natural resources. 
Thus, INHS staff possess the expertise and facilities to 
address both specific and generic questions relating to mechanisms, 
cumulati ve responses at the individual and ecosystem level, and 
other aspects of HW in nature. Research and support laboratories 
are equipped for water quality, tissue and organic analyses of 
selected HW, and toxicological and bioassay studies. These 
resources are available to HWRIC. 
The Illinois State Water Survey is charged with obtaining 
information on the water resources of the state. The Illinois 
State Water Survey has been collecting data and conducting research 
on Illinois water resources, use, treatment, and management since 
its inception in the late 1800's. Water quality and quantity 
studies were supplemented by the expansion of Survey activities 
into atmospheric components of the hydrologic cycle in the 1950's. 
Survey staff respond to over 5,000 requests per year regarding the 
development, protection and rehabilitation of ground-water 
resources. At least seven intensive workshops on the state of the 
art ground-water hydrology and monitoring techniques have been 
presented to scientists, engineers and the staffs of other state 
agencies since 1960. 
Histori cally, the ISWS was involved primarily in the protec­
tion of public health through private or public water supplies. 
This role has been greatly expanded into the areas of air quality, 
dry and wet deposition quali ty, surface water qual ity, ground-water 
quali ty, and the treatment of sewage and publ ic water supplies. 
Considerable research currently is devoted to tlstate of the art" 
issues in each category. 
Hazardous and solid waste disposal practices have had signifi­
cant impacts on Illinois' air and water resources. Water Survey 
staff have responded to the 100 to 200 technical support requests 
received annually from state agencies, local governments, industry 
and the public regarding water resource impacts. An active inter­
disciplinary research program also has been established between the 
Ground Water and Aquatic Chemistry Sections. These activities are 
over 80% supported on GIC funds. Ten peer-reviewed journal 
articles and ten contract reports' have been published on both 
ground water resource contamination and contaminant monitoring 
techniques in the last five years. Several hazardous waste impact 
assessment and contaminant transport studies have been completed 
recently which represent a valuable basis for more detailed studies 
of Illinois' problems. 
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Major contractual involvements presently include: 
Ground Water Sampling for Monitoring Purposes A 
two-year study concentrated on the evaluation of materials' 
and sampling mechanisms' effects on the effectiveness of 
ground-water monitoring methodologies. The project already has 
had significant impacts on many state and federal (RCRA and 
CERCLA) ground-water data collection programs. The study will 
be completed in December of 1984. 
Effective Porosity of Geologic Materials --This study, 
which will extend to September, 1985, is an effort to improve 
the reliability of field and laboratory methods for the deter­
mination of the transport characteristics of soils, 
clay-liners and aquifer materials. 
Illinois Ground Water Monitoring Network --This project 
is focussed on the evaluation of past data and the study of 
both optimum design cr iter ia and data base management methods 
for the establishment of a plan for monitoring principal 
aquifers at the State level. The study should be completed by 
October, 1984. 
INTEGRATION OF DEPARTMENT RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 
HWRIC will be the focal point of ENR' s HW-related research, service 
and information activities. Divisional programs which complement the ac­
tivities of the Center are detailed in Table 5.2. It should be clear 
from the table that ENR has a comprehensive range 'of programs to address 
HW management policy research and information needs. Current programs 
supported by both state and grant/contract funds have well developed 
expertise in research and information activities. The initiation of 
expanded acti vi ties in industrial assistance and engineering and 
analysis will round out ENR's capabilities to meet legislative mandates, 
as well as anticipate the future needs of state HW management policy. 
Since all of HWRIC' s activities are closely interrelated, the involve­
ment of all ENR Divisions provides a sound basis for the success of 
HWRIC programs. 
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Table 5.2. Divisional Programs Related 
to HWRIC Activities 
HWRIC Activity 
DIVISION/Program 
EEA 
Hazardous Waste Research 

Environmental Research 

Energy Engineering 

GS 
Geochemistry 

Hydrogeology 

Stratigraphy/Clay Studies 

Engineering Geology 

Analytical Chemistry 

NHS 
Aquatic Biology 

Botany 

Economic Entomology 

Wildl ife 

SM 
Research Section 
WS 
Environmental Chemical Processes 
Ground Water Quality and Contamination 
Information 
x 
X 

X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Research 
X 

X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Industrial Engin. and 
Assistance Analysis 
X 	 X 
X 	 X 
X 
X 
X 
r 
APPENDIX 1. HWRIC CORE AND DIVISIONAL STAFF POSITION DESCRIPTIONS 
.. 
Background 
POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT 

RESEARCH PROGRAM COORDINATOR 

The Illinois Department of Energy and Natural Resources (ENR) , Water 
Survey Division, is developing a Hazardous Waste Research and Infonnation 
Center (HWRIC). The Center is the focus of hazardous waste research 
infonnation and industrial assistance in Illinois state government. It's 
role is to provide information and technical support to industry, the 
public and government officials towards a comprehensive hazardous waste 
management strategy for the state. 
Responsibilities 
The Research Program Coordinator will be responsible for the develop­
ment and implementation of Center research programs directed towards a 
clear definition of the extent and severity of HW related problems in 
Illinois. He/She will be expected to be well aware of the corresponding 
environmental and economic consequences of HW management and disposal 
operations and to pursue both industrial and government sponsorship of 
research activities. The Coordinator will report to the Director of the 
Center, will directly supervise a small staff of research professionals 
and direct contract research support (> $0.5M) activities with internal 
and external groups. 
Qualifications 
The successful candidate will be an experienced scientist wi th 
demonstrated research project management skills. illl advanced degree 
(Ph.D.) in a relevant environmental discipline is preferred. The salary 
range starts at $30,000 to $45,000 per yc-ar depending upon the needs of 
the program. 
Applications 
Qualified applicants should submit their resumes and three letters of 
reference to: 
Stanley A. Changnon, Jr., Chief 
Illinois State Water Survey 
P.O. Box 5050, Station A 
Champaign, IL 61820 
Closing Date September 30, 1984 
The State of Illinois is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action 
Einployer. 
POSITION ANNOllOC.EMENT 

DIRECrOR 

Background 
The Illinois Department of Energy and Natural Resources (ENR), Water 
Survey Division, is developiI~ a Hazardous Waste Research and Information 
Center (HWRIC). The Center is the focus of hazardous waste research 
information and industrial assistance in Illinois state government. It's 
role is to provide information and technical support to industry, the 
public and government officials towards a comprehensive hazardous waste 
management strategy for the state. 
Responsibilities 
The Director will be responsible for the management and linplementa­
tion of Center activities aided by group leaders in the research, infoona­
tion and technical assistance programs. The Director will report to the 
Chief of the Illinois State Water Survey and the HWRIC Governing Board. 
Initial tasks include: the evaluation of related activities at the State 
and Federal level, the development of efficient information clearinghouse 
and industrial assistance program, supervision of research and facilities 
planni[~ activities and acting as the principal spokesperson for the 
program. 
Qualifications 
The successful candidate will be an accomplished scientific 
professional with demonstrated experience in the management of a 
scientific research or service program. An advanced degree in an 
appropriate discipline is preferred. Salary of $40,000 to $55,000 per 
year will be commensurate with experience and gualifications. 
Applications 
Qualified applicants should submit their resumes and three letters of 
reference to: 
Stanley A. Changnon, Jr., Chief 
Illinois State Water Survey 
P.O. Box 5050, Station A 
Champaign, IL 61820 
Closing Date September 30, 1984 
The State of Illinois is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action 
Employer. 
POSITION ANN<XJNCEMENT 

INFORMATION PROGRAM COORDINATOR 

Background 
The Illinois Department of Energy and Natural Resources (ENR), Water 
Survey Division, is developing a Hazardous Waste Research and Information 
Center (HWRIC). The Center is the focus of hazardous waste research 
information and industrial assistance in Illinois state government. It's 
role is to provide information and technical support to industry, the 
public and government officials towards a comprehensive hazardous waste 
management strategy for the state. 
Responsibilities 
Applications are sought for the position of Information Program 
Coordinator. The Coordinator will be responsible for the planning and 
implementation of HW information clearinghouse and data base development 
activities of the Center. He/She will report to the Director and actively 
cooperate with the staff of the research and technical assistance pro­
grams. The successful candidate will supervise the infonnation and data 
management activities of the Center. 
Qualifications 
Familiarity and experience with bibliographic, information transfer 
and computer-aided reference needs of an advanced scientific group are 
essential. Microccrnputer literacy would be useful. Technical writing and 
issue analysis experience are preferred with adequate scientific experi­
ence. Salary level for this position is $24,000-$28,000 per annum, 
negotiable according to experience. 
Applications 
Qualified applicants should submit their resumes and three letters of 
reference to: 
Stanley A. Changnon, Jr., Chief 
Illinois State Water Survey 
P.O. Box 5050, Station A 

Champaign, IL 61820 

Closing Date September 30, 1984 
The State of Illinois is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action 
Employer.­
POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT 

ENGINEER/INDUSTRIAL ASSISTANCE COORDINATOR 

Background 
The Illinois Department of Energy and Natural Resources (ENR), Water 
Survey Division, is developing a Hazardous Waste Research and Infoonation 
Center (HWRIC). The Center is the focus of hazardous waste research 
information and industrial assistance in Illinois state government. It's 
role is to provide information and technical support to industry, the 
public and government officials towards a comprehensive hazardous waste 
management strategy for the state. 
Responsibilities 
Applications are sought for the position of Industrial Assistance 
Coordinator •. The Coordinator will be an integral part of the managanent 
team of the Center, responsible for the development of a comprehensive 
program of industrial and technical assistance~ Initial tasks will 
include: establishing contact with industry and trade groups involved in 
HW reduction and alternative treabnent programs; preparing reliable 
procedures for the analysis of materials' flows and auditing to encourage 
waste reduction, product substitution, process modification and alterna­
tives to HW landfilling. The Coordinator will report directly to the 
Director of the Center and will be expected to integrate program activi­
ties with related research and information efforts. 
Qualifications 
The successful candidate will be an experienced chemical process or 
treatment engineer, motivated towards an effective HW managanent strategy 
for Illinois' industry. He/She will have demonstrated experience in the 
managanent of waste research or service proyrams which addresses environ­
mental and economic constraints effectively. ~alary is $40,000-$50,000 
per annum according to experience and toe needs of the program. 
Applications 
Qualified applicants should submit their resumes and three letters of 
reference to: 
Stanley A. Changnon, Jr., Chief 
Illinois State Water Survey 
P.O. Box 5050, Station A 

Champaign, IL 61820 

Closing Date September 30, 1984 
The State of Illinois is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action 
Einployer. 
J?OSITION ANNOUNCEMENT 

FIOCAL & .AIJoUNISTRATIVE OFFICER 

Background 
The Illinois Department of Energy and Natural Resources (ENR), Water 
Survey Division, is developing a Hazardous Waste Research and Information 
Center (HWRIC). The Center is the focus of hazardous waste research 
information and industrial assistance in Illinois state government. It's 
role is to provide information and technical support to industry, the 
public and government officials towards a comprehensive hazardous waste 
management strategy for the state. 
Responsibilities 
This position involves financial oversight for the research and 
service programs of HWRIC. Initial tasks will involve the development of 
administrative and accounting procedures, facilitating the support needs 
of internal and external contractual obligations and aid with the recruit­
ment and location of scientific core staff. 
Qualifications 
The successful candidate should have demonstrated experience in 
routine accounting procedures, the handling of personnel matters, finan­
cial experience with research contracts, and the willingness to lend their 
expertise to the advancement of the goals of the Center. The position is 
budgeted at $24,000 to $28,000 per annum and is negotiable according to 
experience. 
Applications 
Qualified applicants should submit their resumes and three letters of 
reference to: 
Stanley A. Changnon, Jr., Chief 
Illinois State Water Survey 
P.O. Box 5050, Station A 
Champaign, IL 61820 
Closing Date September 30, 1984 
The State of Illinois is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action 
Employer. 
r 
Background 
POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT 

SOCRETARY/ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT 

The Illinois Department of Energy and Natural Resources (ENR) , Water 
Survey Division, is developing a Hazardous Waste Research and Infonnation 
Center (HWRIC). The Center is the focus of hazardous waste research 
infonnation and industrial assistance in Illinois state government. It's 
role is to provide information and technical support to industry, the 
public and government officials towards a comprehensive hazardous waste 
management strategy for the state. 
Responsibilities 
Applications are sought for an experienced executive secretary to 
assume the position of Administrative Assistant to HWRIC management. 
Duties will include clerical, word processing and communications 
coordination for HWRIC core staff. 
Qualifications 
The successful candidate will have at least five years of related 
experience with a scientific and engineering group. The salary range 
starts at $17,000 to $20,000 depending on experience and needs of the 
program. 
Applications 
Qualified applicants should submit their resumes and three letters of 
reference to: 
Stanley A. Changnon, Jr., Chief 
Illinois State Water Survey 
P.O. Box 5050, Station A 
Champaign, IL 61820 
Closing Date September 30, 1984 
The State of Illinois is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action 
Employer. 
POSITION~ 
INDUSTRIAL ASSISTANCE ENGINEER 
Background 
The Illinois Department of Energy and Natural Resources (ENR), Water 
Survey Division, is developing a Hazardous Waste Research and Infonmation 
Center (HWRIC). The Center is the focus of hazardous waste research 
infonmation and industrial assistance in Illinois state government. It's 
role is to provide information and technical support to industry, the 
public and government officials towards a comprehensive hazardous waste 
management strategy for the state. 
Responsibilities 
Applications are sought for the position of Industrial Assistance 
Engineer to aid in the development and execution of the technical 
assistance program of HWRIC. This position is under the responsibility of 
the Industrial Assistance coordinator, who is' responsible for overall 
program coordination. Initial tasks include a thorough. review of the 
literature on HW stream generation, characteristics and management options 
with an emphasis on the options of Illinois' industry for alternatives to 
landfilling. The successful candidate will develop materials' flow 
estimates, self-audit and direct assistance procedures, as well as an 
updated data base on Illinois' HW generation in cooperation with Center 
research and information core staff. 
Qualifications 
Proven experience in the design and implementation of waste treatment 
or process engineering schemes are preferred. Excellent communications 
and writing skills are essential. An advanced degree in civil, chemical 
or envirormental engineering, or a Closely rdatErl discipline, is 
required. Salary range is $35,000-$40,000 per year, negotiable according 
to experience. 
Applications 
Qualified applicants should submit their resumes and three letters of 
reference to: 
Stanley A. Changnon, Jr., Chief 
Illinois State Water Survey 
P.O. Box 5050, Station A 

Champaign, IL 61820 

Closing Date September 30, 1984 
The State of Illinois is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action 
Employer. 
POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT 

TroINlCAL INFORMATION SPECIALIST 

Background
, 
The Illinois Department of Energy and Natural Resources (ENR), Water 
Survey Division, is developing a Hazardous Waste Research and Information 
Center (HWRIC). The Center .is the focus of hazardous waste research 
information and industrial assistance in Illinois state government. It's 
role is to provide information and technical support to industry, the 
public and government officials towards a comprehensive hazardous waste 
management strategy for the state. 
ReSponsibilities 
Applications are sought for the position of Technical Information 
Specialist to aid in the development of a comprehensive hazardous waste 
information clearinghouse and HW Hotline in the Center. The position 
involves the collection of published materials on HW issues, as well as 
technical information for the use of Center research and technical assis­
tance staff. Initial tasks also include the development of a biblio­
graphic data base on HW and the preparation of issue papers for the public 
and legislature on various issues related to HW management. The position 
is under the director supervision of the Information Program Coordinator. 
Qualifications 
The successful candidate should have experience in the data manage­
ment and information transfer activities of a high level scientific group. 
Technical writing and communications skills are essential. A degree in 
library, computer science, or closely related discipline is required. The 
salary range is $20,000-$25,000 per annrnn, negotiable according to experi­
ence. 
Applications 
Qualified applicants should submit their resumes and three letters of 
reference to: 
Stanley A. Changnon, Jr., Chief 
Illinois State Water Survey 
P.o. Box 5050, Station A 

Champaign, IL 61820 

Closing Date September 30, 1984 
The Sta'te of Illinois is an Equal Opportuni ty/Affirmative Action 
Employer. 
r 
BackgrourXl 
POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT 

DATA MANAGEMENT SPOCIALIST (2) 

The Illinois Department of Energy and Natural Resources (ENR), Water 
Survey Division, is developing a Hazardous Waste Research and Info~tion 
Center (HWRIC). The Center is the focus of hazardous waste research 
information and industrial assistance in Illinois state government. It's 
role is to provide information and technical support to industry, the 
public and government officials towards a comprehensive hazardous waste 
management strategy for the state. 
Responsibilities 
Applications are being sought for two computerized data systems 
professionals with experience in the provision of the information handling 
needs of an advanced scientific and engineering group. Initial tasks 
involve the transfer of waste management, regulatory, economic and demo­
graphic data from a variety of mainframe and hard copy sources into a 
computer system to be established in the Center. Preferred candidates 
will be experienced in relational data base development, hardware and 
software interfacing. They will work with a computer systems contractor 
in the initial design considerations and then have primary responsibility 
for establishment of the working system. 
Qualifications 
A degree in computer or basic sciences with appropriate experience 
(2-3 yrs.) with mainframe/minicomputer systems is preferred. Salary 
level, $24,000 to $28,000 per annum, negotiable according to experience 
and the needs of the program 
Applications 
Qualified applicants should submit their resumes and three letters of 
reference to: 
Stanley A. Changnon, Jr., Chief 
Illinois State Water Survey 
P.O. Box 5050, Station A 
Champaign, IL 61820 
Closing Date September 30, 1984 
The State of Illinois is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action 
Employer. 
--
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POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT 
• -Q 
w ....~~ Research Biologist
.),...... 
~.;P1- Hazardous Waste 
. ."'.. 
13:1ckground 
Tne Illinois Dep.JTtw:nt of Energy and Natural Resources (DDJR) is 
ck;v(;lo;Jilll:'; a HC):o:wdou::J ',';:]:3l.e Hesear'ch and Information Center (HI1RIC). 
i':lis C,?nt'~r' i:3 to b'~ the focu:3 of hazardou,s '..,raste research and informa­
tlun assi:3 r.ancr? in Illinois. At) a division of DENR, the Illinois 
tJ :1 t ! it' ;il )! :s tOt' Y Sur v 'c: y II d S the 1Ti! j or r ole inad d res sing b i 0 log i cal 
~esearch issues which relate to hazardous ..,raste problems in Illinois. 
;\s cl r~elTllY;r of' tne :rl.HIC :itld tfH; Illinois Natural History Survey, the 
r'(?3l~at'ch biolosist ',Jill have initial responsibilities in assessing the 
extent, mdGni tude, at1ej C3.real concentration of hazardous waste genera­
tion, tr(?atment, ,wd disposal activities in Illinois, with an emphasis 
on '_r1vil"ol1,n'?ntC3.l ilTl;'acts. The po~ition is under the direction of the 
',;,\ 1 Lie 'ioloi',1 ,Sect ion fj,:;ad am: t'epor ts Lo the Resear'ch Program 
C::))l'dLl," ,r' of' trw CenL;;r. Tne sci'--,ntist will also identify 
iii" l-pr'i' r'iLy PI'C)~L:;:;l asse:~3Irlent dll,; pr'oblem sol'v'ing res8arch needs, and 
CI)'llil!,;t r',':,,'::lrC[1 in tiH;3'= t:)pical :""·dS. 
Candi,ja>;:; '..,rill nav,:; a Ph.D. de~~i'e0 in the bio::"ogical sciences '..,rith 
tr'1ini~l; l:1,j ,;xp"rience ill the tnOv,,!llf?nt dnd effects of toxic chemicals 
in the '''nvironmcnL. Preference ..,rill be given to candidates '..,rith a 
strong publications record and demonstrated proficiency with electronic 
clat3. rn-lt11:3c?tnent t,:;cl1ni1ues. The 8ventual appointment will be made at 
U18 ,\ssistant or A:3Soci,lte Pr'ofessional Scientist level; annual salary 
is c,)r~:Ii·"n~Jut'ate wi tll qualifications ;:r,nd experience. 
Applications 
l~LLllit'i('d ;lpplic;Uli.:3 :;ilUU~d 31..1hrniL :1 l,~tter' of application, a resume, 
·,ind thr(~': lE-)LLers of rr.?fr;r'cnce to: 
De. Ro[,e!'t 'vi. I~orden 
Illi.tWLS iJ:1Lw'il Jlistory Survey 
6111 t:a~)t Peabo!jy 
Chat1p;:r,ign, Illinois 61820 
Closing Date 
'j'Hl:: STAT!:: Of ILr,INOL:~ [:,:; AN r:WIJi\L OPPORTUNIT'UAFFIHMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER. 
POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT 

RESEARCH OCIENTIST (2) 

Background 
The Illinois Department of Energy and Natural Resources (ENR) , Water 
Survey Division, is developing a Hazardous Waste Research and Infonmation 
Center (HWRIC). The Center is the focus of hazardous waste research 
information and industrial assistance in Illinois state government. It~s 
role is to provide information and technical support to industry, the 
public and government officials towards a comprehensive hazardous waste 
management strategy for the state. 
ReSponsibilities 
Applications are sought to fill two research staff positions in 
support of HWRIC problem assessment and problem solving research activi­
ties. Each position is under the direct supervision of the Research 
Program Coordinator. Initial tasks will include an assessment of the 
extent, magnitude and areal concentration of HW generation, treatment and 
disposal activities in Illinois, with an emphasis on environmental and 
economic impacts. Industrial, economic and environmental data must be 
evaluated fram a variety of sources to provide an overview and assess the 
status of research findings in diverse scientific research efforts in the 
U.S., of HW related problems towards the developnent of an effective 
waste management strategy. In-depth assessments of major waste streams, 
disposal and treatment practices in regional to local settings will be 
conducted to better assess the research and technical needs of the state. 
This will entail the developnent of relational data bases to integrate 
existing regulatory and natural resource data pertaining to waste manage­
ment activity in the past, present and the future. 
Qualifications 
It is anticipated that each candidate will have at least three years 
experience and an advanced degree (M.S. preferred) in a basic science 
(hydrology, chemistry) or engineering (civil, sanitary, environmental) 
discipline. Research contract involvement particularly in management and 
cooperative participation would be useful. The successful candidates 
would be expected to have proven experience in scientific and engineering 
data base manipulation and solid writing/communication skills. The salary 
range is $22,000-$27,000 per annum negotiable on experience and how 
closely the candidate meets the needs of the program. Each applicant 
should provide a summary of relevant experience and a statement of 
professional goals. 
r 
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Applications 
Qualified applicants should submit their resumes and three letters of 
reference to: 
Stanley A. Changnon, Jr., Chief 
Illinois State Water Survey 
P.O. Box 5050, Station A 
Champaign, IL 61820 
Closing Date September 30, 1984 
The State of Illinois is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action 
Employer. 
r 
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POSITION I\:,:NOUNCE:MENT 
Hydrog(~olog is t 
Mm' ~ 
c)l' t:ncl'GY and ;JJ.tlH',ll Resour'ces (ENR) is developing a
.]:.; :_ 11 :.. n \.'1 LsD~; i} ,-1 r"' L (:1t.~ n ~ 
,Hid ltdorm'ltion Center (H\-JRIC). The Center is the focus;1:-i:~,J.r'Jous :"}(lste E0St?dt"'Sll 
n[' i1.\~~.lr:ioll:3 ".n:c;lc r',~:3e,H'ch eltl,} information anli industrial assistance of the five 
ji.;i:~i()[1s c( t:NIL It's t',.)le is to provid,? information and technical support to 
::l,jiLitr'y, .the pub'..ic i.l.nd C;()vct'nm,::nt officials towards a comprehensive hazardous 
,11:;1>; mall'lC;Clill?nr> stt"at\~GY (0)" the Stat,? 
::.; 0 ;:lOn sib iii tie:3 
:'l'li.'"d\~io:l:) wc :"i,,11grll. t,) fill a s,,~ni()r )'l'?search staff' position for a hydro­
C:1',j.lof.';isl; in .'i'Ji)pcwL fJf thc? activitie~j of the Illinois SLate Geological Survey 
:,;i;:;) I'l:Llted tu fj',.iHII: r:r'oD.h~rn ,l:;:,e:,:iinent and problprn solving researCI1 activities. 
iii" i'llill illli ....11 I i \\.; .-Ji \,:lin Lihl !Iydl'('l;:('r)lo[~y ~;\.lction of tne SCS. The position is 
'lW!,;I' l..!lC rJi"f;,;t-,ion oC Ute :~\.:(:tion Hr;,)d dnd r,,~ports to the Researr;h ProGram 
"oor'din,ator' of trw Ctlf1ler. Initidl tdsks '.-Jill include research in delineating 
It'''I:, i)o'~'~nt 13.: lY:l[feeted by sround-water contamination due to ldnd disposal 
Id~ivitics. ExistinG en'vironment>al data f'rorn a variety of' sources must be 
"'vlllJ;1[Dr} Vl cJc1elop '1n ,~rfective re:")8arch pr'ogr'arn to address unresolved issues 
! l:"lr1~\t;"i:.,qt. Dut l';s 'vii 11 inrcludc; the prepar'ation of proposCl.ls fc'" 
i :,:i.t'i; r'e. C , I"Ci1 iwOj,;Cl:3, f,JI' the Ini:,lgernent ,Hlel compL'ltion of' Lh8se pr'ojects
' 
'\ pr", ,"1:,10tl 1[' ;'Jpor': :~. ~'h': " rC:3earcli projccts rnay il1:::lude f'ieln, 
:t),.]r~(I;,r,'Jr~Jr \..1;' L{:r~or"I-:LL(>1l ~)t~Jdit;S t"'l;Qllj:'lrlt~ tll,'_lt c(}n(iiciatc;r) for tht,' !iositi'.ln 113V{,; 
,-,' r""I~ L:> :',",. [i_::ll I ',(:"I'()lll': in tty: )::;t.:()logy. t'r'ef'Jl'r"Jc! cand i, ites ·.-Ji II l" 
'1;~ I l; uC f"I'~UCi;i!li~ fic::Li i1jrir'oG(;ol(),:. ,; inV';)3';igations, theoretlCiJl prrJdictiv,~ 
, rI111~Yl;.':3 oC "!,J\li,d--'",/,'."l' flv.-J Jlllj ,;ont;llnLnant l:1ie;rdtion. 
t[H; C;'1Hii,-j:.1L,_ :.illOuL,j IldVI; ot l,l(}sL '11\ iJ,.,S. d,;C;I'ec in S(>olo[;y, hyuluc;eology or a 
r'?l,l[,';U discipline ,ind prior c;xperience in conducting hydrogeological investiga­
: i'Hi,;. ;)t',-,\'i")I1.; inv',Jl\/f;rn,ltlL in l'()Se;lrch studies l'cquir'ing proposal elevelopment, 
"JI1\.I'I,'L Inlll I",.:::\(~n', ,illd I',)por't prepat'C1I>iun would br; helpful. Th(? succ8:3sful can­
li,II:,' '.-Jlli II,~() ilt' ":';P"('Lf:r1 I,ll Itd"(' "XC(lll('nL wt'iLing :il1C! communication :,:':iLls. 
,~ tl ,il'y r' \llt~'2 i..; :(;."1 ,Iell:,- ,)(l ,ODl) pCI' yC:ll' ,.kp,::nelint>; on cxperience. Each LIppI iCClnt 
;:1oul(j pl'ovi.j(; a ::;urnrn:ll'y of' relevant expcri,~nc8 J.nd abilities 3S well as a state­
[;Vent 0[' prof"!:)3ional Goal" r'(;idted to Lhis posit.ion. 
", -. 
~):Flli[,i',,;,j applicants shoul,j :3ubmit Lheir resumes and thr'ee (3) letters of 
r',~rerence to: 
Morris W. Leighton, Chief 
Illinois Stelte Geological Survey 
615 E,St PeJhody Drive 
Cilc3.mpaign, IL 61820 
1~lo:3ins D;.1r~,~ 
:~ C.J pte I" bet' 30, 1 9 i3 ~ 
TH[~ STATE OF ILLINOIS IS AU EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER. 
